Missouri State University Spring 2010
Graduation Candidates

State and County of Primary Residence:  AK-Anchorage

    City:   Anchorage
    Chelsea D Ray
            BS
            Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  AK-Ketchikan Gateway

    City:   Ketchikan
    Brian K Brown
            BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AL-Lawrence

    City:   Miller
    Lacy M Taylor
            BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  AR-Baxter

    City:   Mountain Home
    Ashley D Day
            MSW
    Jordan M Barker
            BS
            in the Honors College
            Magna Cum Laude
    Kala R Linck
            BS
            Cum Laude
            in the Honors College
    Laura C Ethredge
            BA
            Cum Laude
            in the Honors College
    Michael C Holth
            BS
            Summa Cum Laude
            in the Honors College
    William B Keaster
            BS
            Magna Cum Laude
            in the Honors College

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Benton

City: Bentonville
William C Bryant
BS

City: Garfield
Robert J Rogers
MIAA

City: Gentry
Taylor M Mills
BA

City: Rogers
Rachel E Taylor
AUD
Stephanie A Miller
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Boone

City: Harrison
Christian J Dukes
BS
Jordan C Avery
BA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude
Taylor R Hennessy
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Wayne C Terrell
MS

City: Omaha
Sarah M Wynn
MA

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Carroll

City: Berryville
Drew F Dejarnette
MS
Rona M Babb
BA
Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Carroll</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Eureka Springs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew L Heeb BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Cross</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Wynne</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa J Watson MS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Fulton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Mammoth Spring</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James S Russell MBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Garland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Pearcy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilary E Morrow BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magna Cum Laude</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Greene</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Paragould</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan D Overbay DPT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Jackson</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Newport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew B Foster MS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Lawrence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Smithville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Blake Perkins MA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Newton</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Kingston</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kailey D Barron BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State and County of Primary Residence</th>
<th>AR-Pulaski</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>City: Jacksonville</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve P Yoder BAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Pulaski
   City: Little Rock
      Anthony J Asay
         AUD
      Brian D Vesely
         AUD
   City: Maumelle
      Emily C Blohm
         MS

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Saline
   City: Bryant
      Lori D Cole
         MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Scott
   City: Mansfield
      William J Newman
         DPT

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Sharp
   City: Hardy
      Brittni V Morgan
         BS
         in the Honors College
         Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: AR-Washington
   City: Fayetteville
      Lauren S Sweetser
         BFA
      Virginia F Johnson
         BS
         Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: AZ-Maricopa
   City: Waddell
      Carissa A Petersen
         MS

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Los Angeles
   City: Santa Clarita
      Allen G Feke
         MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: CA-San Bernardino
    City: Joshua Tree
        Lindsey M Vaughan
        BSED
        Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-San Mateo
    City: Redwood City
        Laura E Natta
        MS

State and County of Primary Residence: CA-Santa Clara
    City: Stanford
        Yajing Chen
        MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: CO-El Paso
    City: Colorado Springs
        Alexandra Griffeth
        BS

State and County of Primary Residence: CO-Jefferson
    City: Evergreen
        Kristin D Robinette
        AUD

State and County of Primary Residence: CO-La Plata
    City: Bayfield
        Jessica M Keitz
        MS

State and County of Primary Residence: DE-New Castle
    City: Newark
        Philip J Keller
        MS

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Lake
    City: Clermont
        Sviatlana U Leuchuk
        BSN

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Lee
    City: Fort Myers
        Lynne A Lofftus
        BA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Manatee
  City: Sarasota
  Melissa A Sahr
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence: FL-Miami-Dade
  City: Coral Gables
  Alaaeldin Elsayed
  AUD
  City: Miami Gardens
  James G Eloy
  MS

State and County of Primary Residence: GA-Cobb
  City: Reeds Spring
  Dewyantit Williams
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence: GA-Dekalb
  City: Atlanta
  Snigdha Fnu
  MPH

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Black Hawk
  City: Waterloo
  Stephen E Ryan
  MS

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Polk
  City: Ankeny
  Angela C Thrailkill
  MS
  City: W Des Moines
  Stephanie A Walter
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IA-Pottawattamie
  City: Council Bluffs
  Ashley J McCoy
  BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Adams
  City: Quincy
  Amy C Williams
  BS
  in the Honors College
  Cum Laude

*This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.*
State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Adams

City: Quincy
Brittaini McGinnis
BS
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Katelyn M Miller
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey M Eling
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Lindsey M Schutte
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Cook

City: Chicago
Jennifer L Keys
BFA
Tiffany M Johnson
MPH

City: Orland Park
Alison M Sinadinos
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Du Page

City: Lombard
Staci K Savas
BS
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Kendall

City: Oswego
Catherine M Ashley
BME
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Lake

City: Round Lake
Desiree M Larkin
BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Macoupin

City: Mount Olive
Kacey A Monke
BA
Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Madison

City: Alton
Andrea L Allred
BS
Margaret F Bermes
BA
Magna Cum Laude

City: Collinsville
Kara A Dial
BS
Cum Laude

City: Edwardsville
Mary C Coulter
BA
Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Matthew B Laur
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-McHenry

City: Mchenry
Laura M Berrettini
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-McLean

City: Bloomington
Jacob W Levering
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Monroe

City: Columbia
Andrew C Presson
BS
Andrew S Nobbe
BS
Austin P Todd
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Saint Clair

City: Belleville
Elena M Rodriguez
DPT
Elizabeth J Monroe
BSED
Lisa M Tiernan
BSED
   Cum Laude
Matthew L Sauerwein
BS
Michael B Mernick
BS

City: Freeburg
Casey P Diefenbach
BS

City: Millstadt
Sumer C Thomas
BA
   in the Honors College
   Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-Sangamon

City: Springfield
Staci R Nelson
BS
   Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IL-White

City: Carmi
Matthew A Thompson
BS
   Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: IN-Porter

City: Valparaiso
Lindsay R Gough
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: International

City: Kerkrade, Netherlands
Kevin Fuchs
MIAA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: International County

City: Dalian

Ang Gao
BS

Boyao Liu
BS

Chang Liu
BS

Chenxi Feng
BS

Dongning Li
BS

Haibin Wen
BS

Haixia Wang
BS

Hongfei Qu
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Hui Gao
BS

Huiting Xu
BS

Jiasui Gao
BS

Jin Wang
BS

Jinyang Wu
BS

Kai Liu
BS

Le Yu
BS

Summa Cum Laude

Libin Wan
BS

Lin Huang
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Lirong Xue
BS

Lixin Qiao
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: International County

City: Dalian

Mei Wu
BS
Magna Cum Laude

Ming Shi
BS
Summa Cum Laude

Mingdi Xu
BS

Mingshuo Yu
BS

Mwansa Kafula
BS

Nan Wu
BS

Qian Zhang
BS

Qianqian Xu
BS

Qinan Dong
BS

Qiong Luo
BS

Shuai Wang
BS

Shuting Pang
BS

Siyao Wang
BS

Song Li
BS

Tan Cheng
BS
Cum Laude

Tingting Liu
BS

Wanrong Yang
BS
Summa Cum Laude

Weiyu Ju
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: International County

City: Dalian

Weizhu Li
BS

Wen Qin
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Xia Wu
BS

Xiaohan Li
BS

Xiaomin Guo
BS

Xiaorui Dong
BS

Xiaoyan Wang
BS

Xiaoyu Ma
BS

Xiaozhi Ge
BS

Xin Huo
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Xuan Li
BS

Yan Yang
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Yanchen Liu
BS

Yanni Wang
BS

Yihan Sun
BS

Yiyun Zhang
BS

Yu Wang
BS

Yueqi Wang
BS

Yuhan Liu
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  International County

City:  Dalian
- Yuhang Gao  BS
- Zhan Su  BS
- Zhifu Zhang  BS
- Zhuoqun Wei  BS  Cum Laude
- Ziwei Zhang  BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Cherokee

City:  Baxter Spring
- Virginia A Ray  MSED

City:  Columbus
- Kim R Scott  BAS

City:  Weir
- Janel H Wydick  BS  Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Coffey

City:  Burlington
- Zachary T Smith  BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  KS-Crawford

City:  Arma
- Kimberly Burlingham  MSW

City:  Mc Cune
- Rodney T Lohff  MSW

City:  Pittsburg
- Matthew R Wilson  BFA
- Shannon N Lynn  MSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Crawford

City: Pittsburg
Sheryl P Brock
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Ellsworth

City: Wilson
Lea M Nondorf
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Franklin

City: Ottawa
Megan K Ramsey
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Jackson

City: Holton
Kyle T McKinney
BSED
Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Jefferson

City: Oskaloosa
Laura M Turner
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Johnson

City: Leawood
Leah M Gunn
BS
City: Olathe
Samantha J Goehri
BA
City: Overland Park
Caroline K Sweeney
BS
Cum Laude
Joel D Woodward
BA
Cum Laude in the Honors College
Kellie E Jensen
BSED
Kimberly A Varner
BS
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Johnson

City: Overland Park
Victoria Yarborough
MBA

City: Prairie Village
Carol A Nowatzke
BA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude

City: Shawnee
Nelson D Vowels
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Miami

City: Paola
Ryan G Sims
MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Montgomery

City: Coffeyville
Ben D Detar
BS
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Kelly A Gorman
BS
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Taylor C Davis
BS

City: Independence
Bruce Saichompoo
MSW
Keith C Shepard
BS
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Riley

City: Manhattan
Brett A Dawes
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Sedgwick

City: Derby
Clayton J Dickehut
BS

City: Mulvane
Lisa M Cillessen
BS
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College

City: Wichita
Darian A Leatherman
BFA
Magna Cum Laude
Kimberly R Caldwell
BME
Cum Laude
Scott A Glenn
BS
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Trego

City: Wakeeney
Wade A Knapp
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: KS-Wyandotte

City: Kansas City
Laura K Hilkemeyer
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: LA-Jefferson

City: Jefferson
Walter J Nata
BA

State and County of Primary Residence: LA-Saint Tammany

City: Mandeville
Jean P Elbers
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: LA-Tangipahoa

City: Hammond
Katelynn T Tilley
BS
Magna Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MA-Middlesex
City: Shirley
Christina L Wallace
BA
City: Waltham
Namrata Singh
MPH

State and County of Primary Residence: MA-Plymouth
City: Abington
Elizabeth A Finn
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MD-Montgomery
City: Silver Spring
Daniel A Fody
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: ME-Cumberland
City: Scarborough
Julia B Spear
MSW

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Midland
City: Midland
Kyja M Meers
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MI-Oakland
City: Lake Orion
Rachael L Cummins
DPT

State and County of Primary Residence: MN-Aitkin
City: Aitkin
Genevieve M Moe
BA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Adair
City: Kirksville
Tonia D Maggart
BFA
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barry

City: Cassville
    Jamie V Richmiller
    BS
    Cum Laude

City: Monett
    Amy E Newbold
    BS
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
    Harley R Tennyson
    BS
    Ilia D Durkin
    BS
    Magna Cum Laude
    Nicole M Washeck
    BS
    Stephanie B Hilton
    BME
    in the Honors College
    Summa Cum Laude
    Victor T Arnaud
    BS
    in the Honors College
    Magna Cum Laude

City: Purdy
    Arturo C Ibarra
    BS
    Curtis L Epperly
    BS

City: Shell Knob
    April D Serbus
    MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barton

City: Golden City
    Charissa A Heiskell
    BS

City: Lamar
    Brenton C Caruthers
    BS
    Colby G Roth
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Barton

City: Lamar
Crystal M Zaerr
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Bates

City: Adrian
Emily C Hunholz
BSED
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude

City: Butler
Jamie L Burch
BS
Lauren A Burton
BSED

City: Drexel
Allison N Gammon
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Benton

City: Warsaw
Elizabeth D Flees
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Bollinger

City: Zalma
Sheila L Fish
BS
Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Boone

City: Columbia
Jason D Brewer
BS
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Julie C King
BS
Leanne Stewart
MA
Wesley R Warnhoff
BMUS
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Buchanan

City: Saint Joseph
     Cari L Williams
     BSED
     Mary M McClure
     MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Butler

City: Poplar Bluff
     Andrew G Murphy
     MIAA
     Ashley N Lamkin
     BS
     Caleb T Knodell
     BFA
     Jennifer D Murray
     BS
     Meredith L Denton
     BS
     Sam T Landers
     BS
     William H Elliott
     BSN
     Magna Cum Laude

City: Qulin
     Joshua R Morse
     BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Caldwell

City: Breckenridge
     Jessica E Morgan
     BFA
     Cum Laude

City: Hamilton
     Geoffery K Whitt
     BS
     Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Callaway

City: Fulton
     Caleb M Bowen
     BS
     David A Kelley
     BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
MO-Callaway

State and County of Primary Residence: Fulton
City: Fulton
Gabriel D Bono
  BS
  Cum Laude
Jane K Shelburn
  BS
  Cum Laude
Katie N Swiney
  BSED
  Cum Laude
S. Kathleen Anderson
  BS

City: Holts Summit
Kristen E Sanocki
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude
Phillip A Gleeson
  BS

City: New Bloomfield
Kyra A Werdehausen
  BS
  Cum Laude

City: New Bloomfield
Danielle N Thoenen
  BSED
  Cum Laude

MO-Camden

State and County of Primary Residence: Camdenton
City: Camdenton
Adam M Johns
  BS
Allison M Rippee
  BSED
  Magna Cum Laude
Elizabeth A Sutton
  BS
Jerilie Deguire
  MS
Kacie E Cotta
  MS
Kevin Douglas Osborn
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cape Girardeau

City: Cape Girardeau
  Daniel A Yingling
  BS

City: Jackson
  Alisha D Soemo
  BS
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
  Tyler T Grantham
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Carter

City: Ellsinore
  Ashley C Crites
  BS
  in the Honors College

City: Grandin
  Christy C Maxwell
  MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cass

City: Belton
  Connor M McDonough
  BS
  Megan E Donnelly
  BSED
  Summa Cum Laude
  Michael E Rogers
  BS

City: Garden City
  Killian P Ditch
  BA
  Cum Laude

City: Harrisonville
  Jessie N Reeves
  BS
  Jody L Glazner
  BS
  in the Honors College
  Magna Cum Laude
  Joseph W Nelson
  MBA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cedar

City: Stockton
Joshua G Chism
   BME
      Summa Cum Laude
      in the Honors College
BMUS
     Summa Cum Laude
      in the Honors College
Kelly J Osborne
   MAT
Kelsea J Shaw
   BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Chariton

City: Brunswick
Michael J Kahn
   BSED
Paul A Drewitz
   BFA
      Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Billings
Amanda M Baumann
   BS
Amy B Mooneyham
   BSED
      Magna Cum Laude
Brittany A Hampton
   BS
      Summa Cum Laude
      in the Honors College
Cynthia Ilene White
   BS
Dana M Owen
   BS
      Cum Laude
Joseph H Baker
   BS
Tina L Kennedy
   MSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Bruner
Lyndsay M Cullum
BS
Cum Laude

City: Clever
Clint M Satterlee
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Katharine A Bowen
BME
Sarah D Williams
BS
Zachary R Shepherd
BS

City: Highlandville
Kyle J Gordon
BS in the Honors College
Cum Laude
Misty M Grider
BSED

City: Mountain Grove
Kirby J Ramaeker
BS

City: Nixa
Aaron C Quigley
BS
Alexandra W Crowder
BFA
Andrew S Foell
BSW
Andrew T Rose
BS
Angelic M Case
BSED
Anthony L Roberts
MS
April D Tucker
BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Christian

City:  Nixa

Bailey E Chandler  
BSED  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College

Bailey S Pearson  
MS

Bany J Zinter  
BS

Bethany L Clayton  
BSED

Brenna M Stark  
BFA  
Cum Laude

Briawna R Leslie  
BS

Brittany N Cobb  
BSN  
Magna Cum Laude

Christel D Millikan  
BS

Christina J Crocker  
BSED

Christina M Stanley  
MSED

Corey D Brown  
MACC

Deborah L Foley  
MSED

Derek S Sparks  
BAS

Duane P Gilson  
MA

Dylan J Sims  
BS

Elizabeth A Sapp  
BS

Emily D Lane  
BS

Fred J Manhart  
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Nixa

Hannah M Baldwin
BSED
Heather D Zoromski
MPH
Holly M Hurshman
MNAS
Jaimee N Rice
BS
James B Bickerton
BS
Jamie D Foster
BS
Jared N Drye
BS
Jessica D Stennett
MSED
Jessica L Stockwell
BS
Joanna A Schroeder
BSN
  Magna Cum Laude
John T Huggins
BS
Joshua A Bennett
MSED
Joshua D Stem
MNAS
Kelly A McDowell
BS
Kimberly A Price
MSED
Kimberly M Brooks
MSED
Laura J Pointer
BSED
  in the Honors College
  Summa Cum Laude
Laura J Snow
MAT

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Nixa
Lindsay A Ball
BSN
  Magna Cum Laude
Luca Gobbini
MBA
Mackenzie K Moore
BFA
  Cum Laude
Matthew J Duzan
MS
Peter J Martin
MBA
Rachel M Hamby
MSED
Randi Wools
MS
Rebecca A Braughton
BA
Rebecca N Hammond
MSED
Robert D Balken
MA
Sarah A Hanners
BS
Shelley Thryselius
BSED
  Cum Laude
Steven E Stoll
MAT
Susan D Forte
BS
  Cum Laude
Suzanna M Lambert
MSW
Travis L Mays
BS

City: Oldfield
Jeremiah S Jackson
MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Ozark

Alison K Reubell
BS
Amy M Coiner
BSED
Benjamin I Christly
BSN
    Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin J Thomas
BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Brandi N Griepp
BA
    Cum Laude
Brian A Peterson
MS
Brittney S Everett
BS
Chris D Hesher
BS
Christina D Carroll
BS
Christina Pittenger
MS
Courtney L Stutzman
BSED
    Magna Cum Laude
Crystal Tebbenkamp
BSED
    Magna Cum Laude
Dale M Trantham
MBA
Darren L Terry
MS
Darrin L Tubbs
BS
David S Fritsche
BS
    Cum Laude
Hannah K Sanders
BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Christian

City: Ozark

Jacqueline D Fuller
  MACC
James M Larson
  MS
Jeffrey S Riley
  MS
Jennifer L McGee
  MBA
Jennifer E Lawler
  BA
Jordan R Alexander
  MAT
Kasey J Crewse
  MS
Kimberly N Gaisford
  MS
Kristy L Haynes
  BS
    Cum Laude
Leslie A Breedlove
  BSED
Megan C Mullins
  BS
Melissa J Netzer
  MSED
Michelle A Johnson
  BS
Rachel G Hassani
  BS
Richard D Phillips
  BS
Robert C Moore
  MIAA
Robert I Blevins
  MA
Ryan W Walter
  BS
Scott E Wood
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Christian

City:  Ozark
Seth A Gray  
    BS
Seth R Jaeger  
    MPA
Sherwin C Walden  
    BS
Sonja Jones  
    BSED
Stephanie L Barber  
    BS  
    Cum Laude  
    in the Honors College
Tammy J Stearns  
    MS

City:  Sparta
Alison E Preston  
    BSED
Landon D Sparkman  
    BSED

City:  Spokane
Cody L Rogers  
    BS  
    Cum Laude
Heather L Ivie  
    BS
Rebekah E Austin  
    BSED  
    Summa Cum Laude  
    in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Clay

City:  Excelsior Springs
Craig M Montgomery  
    BS
John G Bowen  
    BS  
    Magna Cum Laude
Monica R Stidham  
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clay

City: Gladstone
- Charles J Wollard  
  BS
- Christopher Blocker  
  BS
- Eric S Grooms  
  BFA
- Lauren M Corte  
  BS
- Simon K Goodwin  
  BFA

City: Holt
- Annah C Sybouts  
  BSN
  in the Honors College  
  Magna Cum Laude
- Brenda J McGatha  
  BS
- Giselle R Paris  
  BFA

City: Kansas City
- Amy A Grosenheider  
  BS
  Summa Cum Laude  
  in the Honors College
- Amy L Knapp  
  BS
- Angela D Reed  
  MS
- Brooke A Taylor  
  BS
- Cassandra R Short  
  BS
  Cum Laude
- Christina A O'Brien  
  BS
- Christopher Parrish  
  BSN
  Cum Laude
- Cristalle M Bozarth  
  MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clay

City: Kansas City
David S Zuhlke
BS
Jakob H Allen
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Justin S Newkirk
BSED
Laura E Dailey
BS
Megan L Hayden
BS
Cum Laude
Rachel A Mundhenke
BS
Stephanie Mitchell
MACC

City: Kearney
Andrew P Venneman
BFA
Brenton N Siverly
MBA
John A Upperman
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Kaitlin E Loew
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Lori A Forsberg
BS
Magna Cum Laude
William M Ward
BS

City: Liberty
Amy J Flanigan
BS
Ann M Strayer
BS
Daniel A Bunch
BS
Grant A Finney
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clay

City: Liberty
Kate E Stratton
   BS
Lauren N Wilson
   MA
Matthew R Arnold
   BFA
   Cum Laude
Perrin D Sheil
   BS
Sabrina A Leonard
   BS
   Cum Laude
Sarah E Scassellati
   BSW

City: Smithville
Timothy T Augustin
   MA

City: Springfield
Laura B Kreeger
   BS
   Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Clinton

City: Cameron
Alissa Wattenbarger
   BS
   Summa Cum Laude
Jaclyn M Breshears
   BS
Roy K Eagan
   BS
   Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cole

City: Eugene
Bryan N Lepper
   BS
Hanna L Henley
   BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cole

City: Jefferson Cit
Calvin E Keth
BS
Cum Laude
Cory J Henningsen
BA
Jacob W Thessen
BS
Cum Laude
Karyn A Williams
MS
Linda A Johnson
MS
Lindsey E Harris
BSED
Mark R Morgan
BS
Cum Laude
Michael L Gonzales
BS
Rebecca J Kraus
BS
Sam A Rathmann
BS
Cum Laude

City: Jefferson City
Adam J Pulley
BS
Alicia B Armstrong
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Ashley R LeCuru
MACC
Eric B Eubank
BSED
Jadra F Parsons
BS
James M Gilbert
MSED
John P Young
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Cole

City: Jefferson City
Krista L Winship
  MSW
Matthew P Bartlow
  BS
Phillip J Grefrath
  BS

City: Jefferson City
Christine A Lehman
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Jessica C Champlain
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Megan R Rackers
  BS
Wayne E Harrel
  MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Crawford

City: Cook Sta
Joshua M Booker
  BSED

City: Cuba
Max W Benecke
  BS

City: Lebanon
Nick H Maddux
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude

City: Steelville
Kyle L Brandenburg
  BS
Matthew K Smith
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dade

City: Everton
Anna K Harrington
  BS
    in the Honors College
    Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Dade

City:  Everton
Jon C Wilson
    BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Layne N Wilson
    MS

City:  Greenfield
Diana M Cooper
    BSN
    Summa Cum Laude

City:  Lockwood
Drew C Warren
    BS
    Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Dallas

City:  Buffalo
Andrea N Moss
    BSED
    Magna Cum Laude
Jack B Bowden
    MAT
Kim Kay
    BS
Leanne Colagio
    BS
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Nathan D Lane
    BS
Nicki R Wolverton
    BSED
Reina Gallion
    MA

City:  Elkland
Brian L Drane
    BS
Travis C Dill
    BA

City:  Louisburg
Brandon M Ferrell
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dallas

City: Urbana
Debra K Sain
MSED
Kathleen Schreiner
BS
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dent

City: Salem
Jeremiah K Brooks
MBA
Jesse I Nickles
BFA
Kendra R Toman
BS
Wayne L Douglass
MA
Wilma S McFarland
MSED
Zachary R Happel
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Douglas

City: Ava
Lindsay N Snelson
BS
Wesley E Davis
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Dunklin

City: Kennett
Janis E Burton
MSED

City: Senath
Jose D Gonzalez
BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Franklin

City: Berger
Kara M Bounds
BME
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

City: Lonedell
Tiffany N Pelton
BS

City: Pacific
Andrew R McCullough
BS
Laura E McCullough
MS
Melissa A Lantz
BSED
Zachary T Hollowood
BFA

City: Saint Clair
Jeffery M Read
BS

City: St. Clair
Laura A Pannabecker
BSED

City: Sullivan
Jarrett J Brown
BS
Michelle L Hewkin
BS

City: Union
Khaley D Hartupee
BFA
Megan A Fink
BME
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude

City: Villa Ridge
Samuel J Ellenbogen
BS
Sara J Faszold
BSED
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Franklin

City:  Washington
Amy M Boyce
    BS
Anna M Holtmeyer
    BME
Jessica A Ruether
    BS
        Summa Cum Laude
        in the Honors College
Josh P Benz
    BS
Kathryn A Brown
    BA
        Magna Cum Laude
Kyle C Atkinson
    BS
Michael P Stewart
    BSED
Samantha J Sherman
    BS
Samantha Schweissguth
    BS
        Cum Laude
Stephani Struckhoff
    MS
Thomas J Ley
    BSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Gasconade

City:  Hermann
Ashley N Kelsey
    BFA
Jennifer L Penning
    BS
Patrick J Alonzo
    BS

City:  Owensville
Alyssa J Shanks
    BSN
        in the Honors College
        Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Gasconade

City: Owensville
Heather D Vinyard
BSED
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude
Kelly R Oldfather
BS
Michelle K Hobein
BSED
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Thad P Nadler
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Ash Grove
Daniel B Vanderhoef
BS
Dustin M Sterling
BS
Jace D Groll
BS
Jessica L Langley
BSED
Tracy A Slagle
BS
Cum Laude

City: Battlefield
Adrienne Archdale
MSED
Brady S Lorenc
MSW
Erica A Kosar
MSN
Frank B Norton
BFA
Jessica L Kennon
BFA

City: Bois D Arc
Krystal L Ashley
BSED
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Brookline
Andrew L Simpson
BS
Ashley N Metcalf
BSED
Bernice J Hem
BS
Chelsie M Gordon
BS
Cum Laude
Jennifer L Lotz
MAT
Joseph W Reynolds
MBA
Regina Y Widger
BS
Sheila R Duren
MSW

City: Chesterfield
David T Hill
BS
Cum Laude

City: Fair Grove
Ashley C Mackinney
BSED
Ashley N Hicks
BS
Delevan K Ogle
BA
Ethan E Cantrell
BS
Jess W Rollins
BS
Jordan D Hunter
BS

City: Marionville
Mike B Garner
BS
Magna Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
City: Pleasant Hope

Kali J Fisher
MSED

City: Republic

Adam C Costello
BA
Alyssa A Phillips
MSED
Andriy A Agashchuk
BS
Annette N Cash
MBA
Ashley R Moore
BS
Brandon E Riffe
MSED
Brandon J Holstrom
BS
Brett R Magers
MBA
Charles R Myrick
MSED
Cynthia R Peterson
BS
Elizabeth Washington
MSED
Erika M Brame
BS
Felicia D Dake
BSED
James J Foster
BS
Janell A Traylor
BS
Jessica N Belk
MSED
Jing Feng
MBA
Karley N Reeves
MBA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Republic
Kelle M Crump
  BSED
  Cum Laude
Lindsey R Lovekamp
  BSED
Lyndsey N Reese
  BSED
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
Madelyn E Vendt
  BSED
Meaghan J Collier
  MA
Melissa K Stewart
  BS
Melissa R Knetzer
  MSED
Michael L Rossi
  MBA
Paul J Dodson
  BS
Quentin N Coggin
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude
Ryan W Russell
  BS
Trevor M Brown
  BA
  Magna Cum Laude
Zane B Clark
  MBA

City: Springfield
Aaron E Stewart
  BS
Aaron J Gegg
  MAT
Abeer A Zaylaie
  MBA
Adam J Slemp
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Adam M Ruggeberg
  BS
Adam M Shelton
  MM
Aimee J King
  BSN
    Magna Cum Laude
Alea R Kilgore
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Aleecia M Bolluyt
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Alexander C Holt
  BS
    Cum Laude
Alicia R Green
  BSED
Alison L Hembree
  MS
Alison N Hebron
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Allen M Sutton
  BSED
    Cum Laude
Allison B Clutter
  BSN
    Magna Cum Laude
Allison L Howe
  BSED
    Cum Laude
Allison L Slone
  MS
Allyssa L Schoeller
  BS
Alyssa E Timm
  MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Alyssa M Ellsworth
   BS
   Cum Laude
Amanda A Montgomery
   BSED
Amanda J Eller
   BS
Amanda K Johnson
   MBA
Amanda K Kuda
   MA
Amanda L Dempsey
   BS
Amanda L Schembs
   MS
Amanda M Ingle
   MA
Amanda N Tullis
   BS
Amber N Cichon
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Amber N Logan
   MS
Amber N Mulvey
   BFA
Amy D Whitson
   MA
Amy N Caudle
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Anastasia M Doennig
   BS
Andrea D Swearingen
   BS
Andrea M Petersburg
   BS
Andrew B Sparks
   BS
Andrew C Kapp
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Andrew J Heilman
BS
Cum Laude
Andrew J Meyer
BS
Andrew J Wilkes
MACC
Andrew L Lukavich
MS
Andrew M Swartz
MS
Andrew P Wood
BS
Andrew R Burtt
BS
Andrew R Mitchell
BS
Andrew S Baker
BS
Andrew S Garton
MBA
Andrew S Rackovan
BS
Angel D Berg
MBA
Angela D Vaught
MSED
Angela E Tummons
BS
Angela G Anderson
BS
Angela M Robinett
BSED
Angela R Cloud
MS
Angela S Dryer
BS
Cum Laude
Ann E Busalacki
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Anna E Nathan
BS
Anne M Kofron
BS
Anthony C Vaughn
BS
Anthony D Collins
BS
Antonina F Paver
MSED
April Fiesler
MS
Argelia Segovia
MA
Ashley J Demattei
BS
Ashley L Hedgpeth
BS
Ashley M Hoyer
BA
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
Ashley M Kile
BA
Ashley N Adkisson
BSW
Ashley N Haik
BS
Ashton L Stalker
BS
Ashtyn L Allison
BS
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
Asthia Bhatia
MPH
Athena C Lacey
BS
Austin M Sickmyre
MBA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Avinash Pasam
MPH

Ayesha J Runions
BS

Barbara B Langston
BS

Barrett D Stanke
MS

Ben A Parnell
MA

Benjamin Bogart
MA

Benjamin R Selbo
DPT

Benjamin S Zachary
BS
  Cum Laude
  in the Honors College

Beth A Davis
BSN
  Summa Cum Laude

Beth L Eggleston
MAT

Bethany H Burrows
MHA

Blair N Jordan
MS

Blase W Zera
BS

Brad A Creason
BSED

Brad D Wilson
BSED

Bradley A Hedrick
MS

Bradley S Hashagen
BS

Bradley W Christman
BS

Brandon L Salsman
MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Brandon R Brooks
BS

Brandy L Benfield
BS

Brenda M Thomas
BS

Brenna C Harrison
BFA

Brenna S Singleton
BSN

Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College

Brett C Young
MA

Brian D Nichols
BS

Brianna M Banks
BS

Bridgette L Jennings
BS

Britain L Seaburn
BS

Cum Laude

Britlyn J Reid
MSW

Britt N Masters
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Brittaney E Whittenburg
MA

Brittnea A Lewis
BS

Brittney L McClure
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Brittni L Ruble
BS

Brooke D Parker
MS

Bryan J Ray
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Candace E Breedlove  
BS

Candace J Keller  
BS  
Magna Cum Laude

Candace J Lane  
MSED

Carla J Sandwell  
BS

Carly A Wilburn  
MM

Carly C Robinson  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College

Carly D Wright  
BME  
in the Honors College  
Summa Cum Laude

Carol M Dunn  
BSED

Caroline N Holt  
BSED  
Magna Cum Laude

Carrie A Askins  
MACC

Carrie B Johnson  
BA  
Cum Laude

Casey E O'Dell  
DPT

Casey S Becker  
BS

Cassandra L O'Dell  
BS

Catherine A Decker  
BA

Chad A Blakey  
MACC

Chad A Haley  
BME

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Charles M Johnson
BS
Charles N Dunville
BS
Charles W Albritton
BS
Charles W Rosenbury
BS
Charles W Stanford
BS
Charlotte A Smith
BS
Chelsea E Melcher
BS
Chelsea E Tepe
BSED
Chelsea K Russell
MA
Chelsea L Fury
BS
Chris A Hoven
BS
Christa M Trtan
BS
Christina A Hay
BSED
Christina M Swaters
BS
Christina S Bowles
MS
Christophe Schaefer
BS
Christopher Carver
MS
Christopher Huntley
BS
Cum Laude
Christopher J Marsh
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Christopher Kilfoyle
BME

Christopher L Coffman
MPA

Christopher M Akins
BS

Christopher Martin
MSED

Christopher Nickels
BS

Cum Laude

Christopher S Wedge
BS

Christopher Sexson
BS

Christopher Tomlin
BS

Christy J Nolie
BS

Chrystal Killinger
BSN

Magna Cum Laude

Clayton A Hayes
BS

Magna Cum Laude

Clayton E Felton
BS

Cody A Wilson
MA

Cody M McCleary
MNAS

Cody S Carpenter
MBA

Cole H Henry
BS

Connie L Deck
MHA

Cory J Harbor
MS

Cory L Hall
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Courtney K Smith
   BS
   in the Honors College
   Summa Cum Laude
BSED
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College

Courtney L Hancock
   MBA

Courtney M Wendel
   BS
   Summa Cum Laude
   in the Honors College

Crystal A Williams
   BSED

Crystal L Magers
   MSED

Cynthia L Wickman
   BSED

Dallas D Clair
   BSED
   Cum Laude

Dan Chen
   BS

Dan Gao
   BS

Dana M Dominguez
   BS

Dane C Lale
   BSED

Daniel A Kellas
   BS

Daniel A Miller
   BSED

Daniel A Rice
   BS

Daniel B Campbell
   BS

Daniel G Kohl
   BA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:   MO-Greene

City:   Springfield

Daniel J Allman
BS
Daniel J Ferguson
BSN
    Magna Cum Laude
Daniel J Zender
BFA
Daniel Romine
BAS
Daniel S Smith
BS
Daniel W Sexton
BS
Danielle R Bloom
BS
Danita A Todd
MSN
Daobing Wang
MS
Daqing Ren
BS
Daria Konstantinova Gorodnichaya
BS
    Cum Laude
Darin T Dieckhoff
BS
Darnell A Hardy
BS
Darren P Gerke
BS
    Cum Laude
Darreth H Henderson
DPT
David A Beller
BS
    Magna Cum Laude
David B Norman
BSED
David J Greer
BSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

David P Walker  
BS

David V Miller  
MSED

Deanna A Wong  
BS

Debbie J Gere  
MS

Deborah E Liggett  
BS  
Cum Laude

Denise E Koch  
BSED

Denise J Bohnenkamp  
BS

Denise R Wingo  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude

Derek D Cooper  
BS

Derek P Penner  
BS

Derek S Lawyer  
BS

Desaray N Wilson  
BS

Diana K Jolly  
MA

Diana T Hosack  
BS  
Cum Laude

Dionne K Lamarque  
BS

Donald R Lovett  
BS

Douglas A Gragson  
MS

Dustin Brown  
BFA  
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Dustin J Stotser
BS
Dustin M Brown
BME
Eduardo Pajares
BS
Elaina K Harper
BA
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Elisabeth K Herrera
BSED
Elizabeth A Michenfelder
BS
Elizabeth A Trower
BMUS
Summa Cum Laude
Elizabeth D Unruh
MS
Elizabeth E Frecks
MSED
Elizabeth F Cale
MSW
Elizabeth R Smith
BS
Elizabeth Radier
BSN
Ellen E Johnson
BS
Ellen Mdebwe
BS
Emiko Sekine
BS
Cum Laude
Emily K Rich
BS
Cum Laude
Emily M O'Dell
BS
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Emmanuel Osafo
   MS
Emmile J Thomason
   BS
Eric C Cruz
   BS
Eric C Fuelts
   BS
   Cum Laude
Eric F Henry
   BSED
Eric M Bahra
   BSW
Eric S Doehoff
   MBA
Ericka M Gonzalez
   MA
Erin C Hutchison
   MS
Erin E Pagel
   MA
Erin L Smay
   MBA
Erin L Thomas
   MS
Erin M Meyer
   MSED
Erin S Alden
   BSN
   Magna Cum Laude
Evangeline Josiah Merlin
   MBA
Faith L White
   BS
Fan Liu
   BS
Francisco Santiago
   BSED
Frederick Rinehart
   MBA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Fredrick E Vasquez
BA
Fuyao Liu
MBA
Gabrielle N Wilson
MS
Galiya A Makenova
BS
Gary C Chadwick
MS
Gayle F Moffet
BA
Gena A Miller
BS
Genevieve Vallentine
BSED
Glen A Oberle
BS
Gloria D Perez
BSW
Grant E Jameson
BS
Gulan Gao
BS
Gwynne M McCauley
BS
Cum Laude
Hannah R Jester
BSED
Hannah W Resler
BS
Heather C Werner
BS
Heather L Dusenberry
BSED
Heather R Swanson
BSED
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Heidi L Morgans
BA
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College

Hillary E Mosher
BFA
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

Holly T Maloney
MS

Hsiao-Hsuan Chen
BS

Hyung Woo Kim
BS

Indira C Villarroel
BS

In-Tae Hwang
BS

Ira L Brito
MS

Isaac J Enochs
MM

J Alexande Cantwell
BS

Jackson T Hunt
BME

Jaclyn D Curnutt
BSN

Jacob D Clary
BS

Jacob M Laramie
BS

Jacob R Lipanovich
BS
Cum Laude

Jade C Jump
BSED
Cum Laude

Jaimie L Young
MA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Jaleah M Walker
  BS
James L Martin
  BFA
James P Dickey
  EDS
James P Mulvenon
  BFA
Jamie A Hendrix
  BS
  Cum Laude
Jamie S Kalil
  BFA
  Cum Laude
Jan Galinanes
  BS
Janet E Wisdom
  MS
Janet L Deyarmin
  MS
Janice L Lee
  MA
Jaquelyne A Grote
  BS
Jared C Chatfield
  MA
Jason C Wolf
  MS
Jason E May
  BS
Jason G Grant
  MS
Jason W Buchek
  BS
Jay E Wheeler
  BS
Jayson L Wilkins
  BS
Jeff J Lafond
  BAS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Jeff M Ovalle
    BS
Jeff T Van Booven
    BA
    Cum Laude
Jeffrey A Coluccio
    BS
Jeffrey D Markus
    BFA
Jeffrey T Mueller
    BS
Jenee E Gimson
    MS
Jenetta D Mizer
    MS
Jennifer E Finch
    BS
Jennifer G Stephens
    BSED
Jennifer K Silvey
    BS
Jennifer L Brown
    BS
Jennifer L Cahill
    BS
Jennifer M Corey
    BS
Jennifer N Hunt
    BA
Jennifer R Flett
    MSW
Jennifer R Holstrom
    BSED
Jennifer R Roller
    BS
    Cum Laude
Jeramie R Romine
    BS
Jeremiah P Trapp
    MSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Jeremy J Esquivel
  MACC
Jeremy R Evans
  BS
Jeremy W Medley
  BS
Jesse T Ehlert
  BS
  Cum Laude
Jessica A Alao
  BA
  Cum Laude
Jessica B Mueller
  BSN
  Magna Cum Laude
Jessica C Boykin
  BA
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
Jessica D Anderson
  BS
Jessica D Rader
  BS
Jessica J Anderson
  BSN
  Cum Laude
Jessica L Anthony
  MBA
Jessica L Frerking
  MS
Jessica L Highfill
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude
Jessica L Thomas
  BS
Jessica M Freeman
  BSED
  Cum Laude
Jessica M Ulbrich
  MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Jessica N Schrader
BS

Jian Fan
MIAA

Jill A Jubinski
MS

Jill N Bolen
BSED
Cum Laude

Jin Sil Park
BS

Jingran Guo
BS

Jingya Zhang
BS

Jingyi Zhang
BS

Jinyi Ge
BS

Joanna Stotlemeyer
BA

Jodi M Grable
MSED

Jody R Garrett
BSED
Magna Cum Laude

Joe A Riordan
BS

John A Coleman
BFA

John A McFarland
BS

John C Higgins
BS

John C Winn
BS

John E Bounds
BA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Jonathan J Holmes
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude
  in the Honors College

Jonathan L Casady
  BMUS

Jonathan Muiznieks
  BS

Jordan D Liesemeyer
  MS

Jordan R Gloyd
  BA
  Cum Laude

Joseph A Pickens
  BS

Joseph A Szabo
  BSED

Joshua B Kerns
  BS

Joshua B Mitchell
  BFA

Joshua C Gibson
  BS

Joshua K Wever
  BS

Joshua L Bell
  BFA

Joshua L Sapp
  MBA

Joshua M Barron
  BS

Joshua M Beaird
  MACC

Joshua P Fieleke
  MS

Joshua P Markley
  BME
  Cum Laude

Joshua W Vogt
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Joy C Callaway
BSN
Magna Cum Laude
Julie A Pettyjohn
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
Julie J Lamer
MS
Justin B Underwood
BS
Justin D Straatmann
BS
Cum Laude
Justin D Welsh
BS
Justin J Casey
BS
Justin L Bess
BS
Justin M Wieberg
BS
Justin T Kendall
BA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude
Justin W Bingaman
BS
Kai Zhang
MBA
Kailyn O'Connor
BS
Kaitlin M Gilbert
BS
Kaitlin S Foster
BS
Cum Laude
Kandra M Phillips
BSW
Kane A Albertson
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Kara A McCaskie
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Kara L Conrad
BSED
Kara L Hetherington
BS
Kara L Jungblut
DPT
Karen M Haguewood
BS
Kari E Reynolds
BS
Kassie A Dishman
MSED
Kassie R Thompson
BS
Katelyn E Seibel
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Katherine A Ellis
BS
Katherine A Nixon
BS
Katherine E Alsup
BS
Katherine E Young
MS
Kathryn Eckelkamp
BS
Kathryn J Rinkoski
MSED
Katie L Gilbert
BS
Katy H Rudolph
MSED
Kayla C Burke
BS
Kayla S Baldwin
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Kayla S Collins
BS
Cum Laude
Kayla Wingbermuehle
BS
Keegan C Jones
MBA
Keith C Davis
MS
Kelley L Phillips
MHA
Kelly J Semore
BS
Kelly L Loftis
MSED
Kelly L Searcy
MSED
Kelly R Jacobs
MSED
Kelsey E Heintz
BS
Kelsie M Hilton
BA
Kendal B Parker
BS
Kendle I Durden
BFA
Kendra L Sterner
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Kenneth C Mackey
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Kenneth F Williams
BS
Kenzie L Pringle
BS
Keshia D Ritter
MS
Kevaughn C Brown
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Kyle C McKee
  BSED
  Summa Cum Laude

Kyle J Aho
  MM

Kyle J Kleeschulte
  BS

Kyle J Thiltgen
  BS

Kyle L Roth
  BS

Kyle R Bennett
  BS

Kyle S Karpowicz
  BA

Lacy E Lynch
  BS

Lamesha S Johnson
  MSED

Lance C Berryhill
  BS

Lance C Sapp
  MBA

Laura E Purcell
  BA
  Magna Cum Laude

Laura M England
  BS
  Summa Cum Laude

Laura M Robb
  BS
  in the Honors College
  Summa Cum Laude

Laura M Wise
  MSED

Laura R Aita
  BSW
  Cum Laude

Lauren M Irving
  BS
  Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Laurie D Reed
  BSED
Leann F Hoer
  BS
Leann McMasters
  MA
Lee M Paddock
  BS
    Cum Laude
Liang Wang
  BS
Lin Lin
  MA
Lin Zhang
  BS
Lincoln A McDonald
  MS
Linda K Cox
  MS
Lindsay R Rowell
  MSW
Lindsey J Blackford
  BS
Lindsey M Brownsberger
  MBA
Lisa A McCurry
  BS
Lisa A Monaco
  BFA
    Cum Laude
Lisa J Wainwright
  BS
    in the Honors College
    Summa Cum Laude
Lisa S Trask
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Liyu Pan
  BS
Loren J Austin
  BA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Lori A Hanselman  
BSED

Luke A Willadsen  
BSED  
Summa Cum Laude

Luke M Johnson  
BS

Lulu Sun  
BS

Luyang Han  
BS

Lyndin D Michael  
BSED  
Magna Cum Laude

Lyssa E Abney  
BA

Mallory A Nolen  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College

Margaret Muturi  
BS

Mark K McCoy  
BS

Mark R Hamm  
MBA

Mark T Barnett  
BS

Mark W Sanders  
BS

Marta Hirsch  
MSED

Mary E Mann  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude

Marye Delany  
BS

Masaaki Kanomata  
BS

Mathilda Turamin Tuuli  
MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Matt L Cosatt
  MS
Matthew C Dixon
  BS
Matthew D Foss
  BS
Matthew F McQueary
  BS
Matthew J Hall
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Matthew K Stewart
  BS
Matthew P Bazyk
  BS
Matthew R Brown
  BS
    Cum Laude
Matthew W Kimberlin
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Matthew W Marler
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Megan E Knight
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Megan G Stotler
  BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Megan K Hartwig
  BS
Megan N Marsh
  BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Megan Price-Watkins
  BS
Megan S Kirsop
  BA
Meihui Zheng
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Melanie L Branson  
   BS
Melinda J Clements  
   BA
Melissa D Melton  
   MS
Melissa K Hill  
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
   in the Honors College
Melissa L Ohlfest  
   MS
Melissa S Erickson  
   BSED
   Cum Laude
Meng Li  
   BS
Meredith E Gross  
   BS
Meredith La Marche  
   BS
Merrie K Yates  
   MS
Michael A Huffman  
   BSW
Michael D Spence  
   MBA
Michael J Kyle  
   BS
   Cum Laude
Michael J Poepping  
   BS
Michael J Riggs  
   BS
Michael J Snyder  
   BSED
Michael L Fisher  
   MSED
Michael L Maule  
   MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Honors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Michael L Steer</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael P Plumel</td>
<td>BSN</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael S Harris</td>
<td>MA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael W Bohlen</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle L Hannah</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle M Wilken</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle R Bruhn</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miki M Ausbury</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Craig Nelson</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohanakrishnan Dhamodharan</td>
<td>MBA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molly R Heck</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica A McNeal</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monica L Hill</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moon-Yeop Choi</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan M Grotewiel</td>
<td>BA</td>
<td>in the Honors College Summa Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moris R Montejo</td>
<td>BSED</td>
<td>Cum Laude</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moses Masupha</td>
<td>BS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Moses Sanyanda Masibo
MIAA

Mykl S Bernskoetter
BS

Myriam E Bloom
BFA
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College

Nancy M Horton
BA

Nancy Nduta Karanja
BS

Natasha L Thacker
BS
    Cum Laude

Natasha M Johnson
MAT

Natasha S Winston
BS

Nathan J Thoenen
BS

Neil C Dazet
MS

Nicholas I Bartlett
BS

Nicholas R McCurry
BSED

Nicolas A Perry
BS
    Cum Laude

Nicole C Homer
BS

Nicole C Logan
BS
    Summa Cum Laude

Nicole D Crapenhoft
BS

Nicole J Teghtmyer
MA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Nicole R Arndt
BS
    Summa Cum Laude
Nicole R Howland
MS
Nyambura Kuria
BS
Otto W Matz
BS
Oyunchuluun Bayarsaikhan
MBA
Panpan Liu
MACC
Patrick M Margavio
BS
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Paul S Tillman
BS
Peng Ding
BS
Peter A Herrin
BA
    Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Peter H Rho
BS
Phillip J Benton
BA
Phillip T Kiefer
BS
Prasanna Deshpande
MS
Qian Wang
BS
Qiang Fan
BS
Qiang Shen
BS
Qiong Mei
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:   MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Rachael E Ruzicka
   BFA
Rachael Unterreiner
   BSN
      Magna Cum Laude
Rachel A Lovers
   BS
Rachel A Renkoski
   MS
Rachel C Selvey
   DPT
Rachel L Heth
   MS
Rachelle L Hopkins
   BSED
Rachelle M Gonzales
   BS
Rahela Petian
   BS
Ravi Desai
   MPH
Ravika Persaud
   BS
      Cum Laude
Rebecca A Coffman
   BS
      Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca A Wilton
   BSN
      Cum Laude
Rebecca Brizendine
   MS
Rebecca C Lansdale
   BS
Rebecca C Migas
   MBA
Rebecca J Weaver
   BSED
      Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca L Brondel
   MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Reed E Very
  BS
Renee J Goodwin
  BS
Renee L Lyman
  BS
Ria B Renfro
  BS
Richard L Horton
  MBA
Richard R Warren
  MBA
Rickey G Lee
  MHA
Riley J Anderson
  BS
Robert J Darnton
  BS
Robert J Kroll
  MSED
Robert J Randolph
  MS
Robert L Davis
  MSW
Robert S Armstrong
  BS
Rongze Tang
  BS
Ronn C Cox
  BS
Roshelle R Pekarek
  BMUS
    Magna Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Rui Zhao
  MBA
Rushabh Anilkumar Shah
  MPH
Ryan A Dooms
  BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Ryan J Bennett
   BA
   Cum Laude
Ryan J Boggess
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
   in the Honors College
Ryan J Simpson
   MBA
Ryan K Jansen
   MS
   Cum Laude
Ryan L Fordyce
   BS
Ryan L Leimkuehler
   BSED
Ryan N Kelly
   BS
   Cum Laude
Ryan P Myers
   BA
Ryan R Jones
   MA
Ryne H Crull
   BS
Sabarinath Saikumar
   MBA
Sajan K Simon
   BS
Saleh Mohammed Mostafa
   MBA
Sam J Primm
   BS
Samantha J Nickel
   MS
Samantha J Schaefer
   BS
Samantha L Goodall
   BSN

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Samantha L Lohkamp
  BSED
  Summa Cum Laude
Samuel C Senovich
  BFA
Sandra L Lenz
  MSW
Sandy M Mccann
  MSED
Santosh Yatam-Ganesh
  MPH
Sara L Kruse
  MS
Sara M Schmitz
  BS
  Cum Laude
Sarah A Stauffenecker
  BSED
Sarah D Clayton
  MAT
Sarah E Gunion
  MS
Sarah E Minnick
  BS
Sarah E Nichols
  MS
Sarah E Richey
  MHA
Sarah E Wray
  BA
  in the Honors College
  Cum Laude
Sarah F Viehmann
  MA
Sarah J Francka
  BA
  in the Honors College
  Summa Cum Laude
Sarah J Soffer
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Sarah J Spangler  
BS
Sarah L Bench  
BS
Scott C Arnett  
BA
Scott E Parrigon  
BS
Scott M Conroy  
BS
Scott M Hendrix  
BA
Sean D Jones  
BS
Sean P Egan  
BS  
Cum Laude
Sean R Dugan  
BA  
Magna Cum Laude  
in the Honors College  
Magna Cum Laude
Sebastian Lacey  
BS
Seth A Malone  
BS
Sha Sha  
BS
Shane J Laurie  
BS
Shane K Blank  
BS  
Cum Laude
Shane P Reichert  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College
Shanna L Goldsmith  
MA
Shanna M Mott  
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Shannon K Bossing
    MSED
Shannon M Holloway
    BSED
Shannon N Arthur
    BS
Shauna N Henkle
    BS
Shawn A Bruns
    BS
Shawna R Enlow
    BS
    Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Shayla E Patrick
    BS
Shelby E Houghton
    BS
Shelly M Plaster
    BSED
    Summa Cum Laude
Shuai Shao
    BS
Shutong Jiang
    BS
Sijia Li
    BS
Smith-Joel D Brown
    MHA
Sonja Lallemand
    MS
Spencer J Hampton
    BA
Stacey L Dillard
    BS
Stacey Rodger
    BS
Stacia J Portis
    MACC
Stacie L Pollock
    MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Stacy C Bryant
BS
Stacy L Brake
BSW
    Cum Laude
Stephanie A Herman
BS
Stephanie A Trotter
BSED
Stephanie Alexander
BS
Stephanie K Davis
EDS
Stephanie L Warnhoff
MBA
Stephanie N Powell
MSED
Stephen J Moore
MSED
Stephen M Brabo
BSED
    Cum Laude
Stephen P Chiusolo
BS
Stephen P Kramer
BS
Stephen R Kastner
BA
    Cum Laude
Steven Bishop
MAT
Steven G Wright
BS
Steven L Hedgpeth
BSED
Steven M Rothermel
BA
Steven M Yingling
MBA
Sudheer Kumar Polisetty
MPH

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Sudhindra Pydimarri
MPH
Summer L Holmes
MSED
Susan R Cummins
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Suzanne N Rodgers
DPT
Tanya M Camp
BA
Cum Laude
Taylor R Baldwin
MM
Teresa A Lindsay
BS
Teresa L Fortner
BS
Teresa M Nutting
MSW
Terra R Pizzo
BS
Cum Laude
Tessa L Findley
BS
Thomas E Chiles
MPA
Thomas J Pierce
BA
Thomas Verghese Cherian
MBA
Tiffany M Gravitt
BS
Timberlee L Booth
BA
Timothy A Hubbard
BS
Timothy E Stagner
BA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Timothy J Bartkoski
BS
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude

Timothy J Gilmore
BS

Timothy P Welsh
BS
Cum Laude

Timothy R Kehr
BS
Cum Laude

Tina K Campbell
BSED

Tom R Pearl
BS

Tracie Ojakangas
MSN

Tracy J Gudde
BS

Tracy L Marshall
BFA

Travis J Clark
BS

Travis L Fultz
BS

Travis L Marler
MA

Travis M Beazley
BS

Tye J Taylor
BS
Cum Laude

Tyler J Walters
BS
Cum Laude

Tyler J Zongker
BS

Tyler P Parman
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Springfield

Tyree R Young
BS
Valerie J Hudson
BSED
Venkata K Boggarapu
MPH
Venkata Raman Nalla
MS
Victor L Porter
BS
Victor Serra
BS
Victoria L Schwent
BA
Cum Laude
Vijay Kumar Natesan-Shanmugam
MBA
Warren W Howard
BS
Cum Laude
Weike Tao
MBA
Wendy L Spangler
MSW
Wenhao Yang
BS
Wesley T Miller
BS
Whitney B Coffey
BS
Cum Laude
Wiley E Belt
BS
William J Patrickus
BS
Xiao Zhi
BS
Xiaochen Yang
BS
Xiaochuan Sha
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Greene

City:  Springfield

Xiaodong Zhang
BS

Xiaojiao Wang
BS

Xiaoqu Zhao
BS

Xin Li
BS

Xinghua Duan
BS

Xintong Wan
BS
  Cum Laude

Yan Zhao
MACC

Yaneika Malcolm
BS
  Cum Laude

Yaoyi Xi
BS

Yida Wang
BS

Yihan Zhang
BS

Yin Yan Sakiko Chan
BS

Yini Wang
BS

Yining Miao
BS

Yue Cui
BS

Yunshan Xia
BS

Yutong Li
BS

Zachary C Roberts
MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  

**City:  Walnut Grove**

Ali J Underwood  
BS  
Amanda J Hambey  
MSED  
Amanda K Russell  
BSED  
Jeffrey D Kruger  
BS  
Kylie S Rawie  
BSED  
Cum Laude  
Robert J Mangan  
BS  

**City:  Willard**

Amanda K Burdick  
BS  
Amanda L Harmsworth  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College  
Amanda M Young  
BS  
David N Dawson  
MS  
Emily J Downs  
BS  
Erica L Kessler  
MACC  
Joshua L Cutler  
BS  
in the Honors College  
Cum Laude  
Katherine A Rhodes  
BS  
Summa Cum Laude  
in the Honors College  
Kevin M Jarvis  
BSED  
Laurie E Gray  
BSED  

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Greene

City: Willard
Lindsay L Katrosh
   MSED
Markus C Rogers
   BS
Melissa G Freres
   BS
Meredith A Reaves
   BS
Sarah E Davis
   MS
Sharon L Dingman
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Harrison

City: Bethany
Kelly A Osborne
   BMUS
   Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Henry

City: Clinton
Brandi M Morlan
   BS
Chad M Jolley
   BSED
Jacob W Church
   BSED
Jessica R Goodbrake
   BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Hickory

City: Hermitage
Amanda L Smith
   BSED
   Cum Laude

City: Weaubleau
Amanda J Wood
   BS
   Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Howard

City:  Fayette
Brett A Gaines
MBA
Calli R Lafolette
BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Howard

City:  Caulfield
Teagan M Nelson
BSED
Cum Laude

City:  Mountain View
Katherine Aleda Woolsey
BAS
Levi Moore
BS

City:  Peace Valley
Saundra D Bradley
BAS
Terri Sue Whitsell
MAT

City:  Pomona
Edward T Boys
MS
Holly J Osgood
MS

City:  West Plains
Aaron J Evans
BS
Angela M Noakes
BSED
Ashley L Hamby
BSED
Betsy J Alaimo
BS
Cum Laude
Brandon D Reed
BS
Brett M Kuhlmeier
MAT
Cari A Thompson
MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Howell

City:  West Plains
    Timothy J Hardy
        BAS
    William Ross Hicks
        BS

City:  Willow Spring
    Tyler S Cooley
        BS

City:  Willow Springs
    Alesha Fay Smith
        BS
    Kenneth Willardson
        MAT
    Patrick Douglas Rogers
        BSED
    Roger Lee Shanks
        BAS

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jackson

City:  Blue Springs
    Andrew R Schussler
        BS
    Blake W Burkhart
        BS
    Bradley J Brummel
        MSED
    Danaya L Atkinson
        BME
    Emily A Scott
        BS
        Magna Cum Laude
        in the Honors College
    Emily M McMahon
        BS
    Jayme L McClellan
        BS
    Kelsey L Beck
        BS
        in the Honors College
        Magna Cum Laude
    Megan K Jones
        BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jackson

City:  Blue Springs
Melissa L Fleming
     BS
Michele R Sporing
     MSED
Nicholas A Mackison
     BS
Nicole A Stoff
     MBA
Rebecca E Roman
     BS
Ryan E Gray
     BS
Samantha D Hartley
     BS
Savanna S Arnett
     BS
Steven G Markway
     BS
William C White
     MS

City:  Buckner
Jeffrey R Thomas
     BS
     Cum Laude

City:  Grain Valley
Dustin J Mahurin
     BA

City:  Greenwood
Briant J Barker
     BSED
Rachel M Van Pelt
     BSED
     Cum Laude
Stacey L Steele
     BS

City:  Independence
Brent M Fowler
     BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jackson

City:  Independence

Brittany D Pinch
BS
Cum Laude
Christopher Rothgeb
BSED
Dakota J Weikel
BS
Jason S Morgan
BS
Jeffrey D Smith
BSED
Jeffrey J Hirst
BS
   Magna Cum Laude
John E Rainford
BS
Laura E Bennaka
BSED
   Magna Cum Laude
Lauren E White
BA
Mark W Huber
BS
Samantha L Gearhart
BS
   Cum Laude
   in the Honors College
Shayna L Deacy
BS
Stephanie Chambers
BS
   Summa Cum Laude
Taylor K Cox
BS
Thomas A Bowlin
BFA

City:  Kansas City

Alex C Tucker
BS
Andrae J Wesson
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jackson

City: Kansas City
- Richard A Fischbach
  - BS
  - Summa Cum Laude
- Venkata S Rongala
  - MPH
- Victoria M Quinones
  - BS

City: Lees Summit
- Allison M Anderson
  - BS
- Brian S Fellows
  - BS
- Cara M Coffman
  - BS
- Christina A Cole
  - BS
- Christophe Stegmann
  - BS
- Christopher Cahill
  - BSED
- Courtney A Pearson
  - BS
  - Summa Cum Laude
- Courtney M White
  - BS
- Hannah M Boehm
  - BSW
    - in the Honors College
    - Summa Cum Laude
- Kaitlin F Thorsen
  - BS
- Kaylon M Chapman
  - BFA
- Kelly L Dulick
  - BS
- Kevin A Mercer
  - BSED
- Margaret H Love
  - BFA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jackson

City: Lees Summit
Molly C Lamb
BS
Cum Laude
Natasha R Sheldon
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Nicolas R Chavez
BSED
Nicole A Wahlgren
BS
Cum Laude
Nicole C Long
BS
Owen R Phillips
BS
Rachel Fightmaster
MBA
Rachel M Spallo
BS
Sarah L Brown
BS
Stephan D Caye
BS
Tyrell J Brown
BS

City: Lee's Summit
Mackenzie A Crosby
BS
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude

City: Lone Jack
Ashley N Schaefer
BSN
Magna Cum Laude
Paul M Lipowicz
BS

City: Pleasant Hill
Amanda B McDavitt
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jackson

City:  Raytown
   Daniel A Stringer
       MS
   Natalie C Robertson
       MBA

City:  Sugar Creek
   Artem O Pavlenko
       BS

   Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jasper

City:  Carl Junction
   Jennifer Talamantez
       MBA
   Lance A Adams
       MS
   Penny J Williams
       MAT
   Samantha L McCaslin
       BS
   Scott C Lacey
       MBA

City:  Carthage
   Andrew H Blacksher
       BS
       in the Honors College
   Anna K Wacker
       BS
   Brenda K Kaiser
       MAT
   Charlotte K Hopper
       MA
   Colby A Seiter
       BS
   Douglas J Snodgrass
       BS
   Heath A Lanyon
       BS
   Jared M Patrick
       MAT
   Kelly R Pyle
       MAT

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jasper

City: Joplin
Emily R Schoeberl
MS
Eric M Williams
BSED
in the Honors College
Cum Laude
Jacob L Oakes
MAT
Kate E Kessler
BSN
Summa Cum Laude
Kimberly A Endicott
MSED
Kimberly A Plemmons
MSED
Kimberly D Hutson
BSN
Cum Laude
Kylee J Tripoli
BME
Michael W Coleman
BS
Michelle M Kidd
MSW
Randy D Randolph
EDS
Sarah L Short
BS
Silvia Imanda
MSN
Tara V Holmes
MSW

City: Loma Linda
Jeri-Ann Goswick
MAT

City: Sarcoxie
Amy M Korff
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
Jeffery S Talley
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jasper

City: Webb City
- Anthony J Lourenco
  MAT
- Brandon R Rabel
  MAT
- Caitlin J Kingore
  BS
  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
- Haley-Jane E Graham
  BS
  Cum Laude
- Jacqueline F Schell
  BS
- Jennifer L Dillard
  MSED
- Katherine A Caddell
  BS
  Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
- Lindsay M Grundy
  MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jefferson

City: Arnold
- Alexander J Groves
  BS
- Jamie L Carter
  BSED
  Cum Laude
- Kevin M Renner
  BS
  Cum Laude
- Stephanie S Rakers
  BFA

City: Barnhart
- Rebecca L Osborne
  BME
  Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Jefferson

City:  Festus
Stephanie L Worley
BS

City:  Hematite
Shawn M Rigger
BS
Summa Cum Laude

City:  Herculaneum
Alisha K Burgert
BSED

City:  High Ridge
Robert M Clifford
BS

City:  Hillsboro
James H Versemann
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Stefanie Wooldridge
BS

City:  House Springs
Donald R Harris
BS

City:  Imperial
Jason E Miles
BS
Joseph R Vitt
BS
Justin P Hamrick
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Kyle M Robinson
MBA
Michael J Goetz
BS
Michael R Hughes
BS
Nathan M Fisher
BS
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Jefferson

City: Pevely
Edward W Mattingly
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Johnson

City: Kingsville
Tiffany D Ginnings
BS

City: Knob Noster
Nicholas A Addis
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

City: Warrensburg
Garrett R Good
BS
Jasmine A Mundinger
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
Katelin M Long
BS
Melanie A Bradley
BS
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Knox

City: Hurdland
Amanda J Powell
BA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Laclede

City: Conway
Brent W Cook
BSED
Katie J McClement
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Stacie L Vestal
MS

City: Eldridge
Amber G Rhoades
MSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Laclede

City:  Eldridge
   Richard L Mullins
      BA

City:  Falcon
   Kimberly L Redman
      MS

City:  Lebanon
   Alexis D Fackeldey
      BA
      in the Honors College
      Cum Laude
   Alison R Pickering
      BS
   Andrew B Thomas
      BS
      Magna Cum Laude
      in the Honors College
   Angela D Smith
      BSED
   Ashley N Bough
      MSED
   Chais N Rankin
      BS
   Chris J Null
      DPT
   Chris L Smith
      MACC
   Dana M Admire
      BSED
   Heather E Duncan
      BA
      Cum Laude
   James D Wade
      BS
   Jamie L Vest
      BS
   Kayla S Hoffman
      BS
   Laura R Westerman
      MSED
   Maureen Patricia Darby
      MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Laclede

City: Lebanon
Megan E Buecher
BS
Cum Laude
Natalie L Hanrion
BS
Cum Laude
Nathan B King
BS
Rodney M Howe
BSED
Stephanie M Brown
BSED
Tyler C Clark
BS
Tyler S Brown
BS

City: Phillipsburg
Emily M Johnston
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lafayette

City: Concordia
Hiliary A Smith
BS
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Melissa D Blankenship
BS

City: Dover
Ashley D Dunkle
BS

City: Higginsville
Glenna J Shafer
MSW
Jacob T Cowherd
BS
TeNeal R Minks
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lafayette

City: Lexington
Kara E Watring
BSED
Cum Laude

City: Odessa
Chelsea L Anglemyer
BFA
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Katie L Halsey
BS
Niall S Pennington
BS
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lawrence

City: Aurora
Ashley L Elsey
BSED
Franklin J Larsen
BA
Joseph W Demster
BS
Mary A DeMoss
MS
Rachel L Barrett
BS
Tammy L Seifried
MSN

City: Halltown
Kent A Albright
BS

City: La Russell
Daniel L Langston
BS

City: Marionville
Florence L McCall
BSN
Summa Cum Laude

City: Miller
Kristina M Godfrey
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lawrence

City: Monett
Leilani L Barton
BS
Cum Laude

City: Mount Vernon
Andrew T Peterson
MA
Christopher Peters
BS
Julie A Highfill
BS
Cum Laude
Kelsey R Wilks
BS
Cum Laude
Netashe A Randolph
BS
Susannah Elise Ricks
BS
Cum Laude
Timothy D Daucher
MM

City: Verona
Derick J Sherwood
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lewis

City: Monticello
Jordan E Wood
BS
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lincoln

City: Moscow Mills
Shannon D Terry
BS
Magna Cum Laude

City: Old Monroe
Jessica G Eggering
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Lincoln

City: Troy
Cory D Fawcett
BS
Emily E Powell
BS
Kelly L Heckman
BS
Megan D Brown
BS
Ryan D Hickerson
BSED
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Linn

City: Brookfield
Eric C Mobley
BFA

City: Bucklin
Jessica R Solomon
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Livingston

City: Chillicothe
Austin W Jones
BSN
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude
Bailey A Benson
BSED

City: Wheeling
Randie K Lowe
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Macon

City: Macon
Callie M Webster
BSED
Melanie A White
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Maries

City: Vienna
Kelley M Wieberg
MACC

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Marion

City: Hannibal
Jessica D Harrison
DPT

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-McDonald

City: Anderson
David N Nichols
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Sunesis R Sears
BS

City: Noel
Olivia R Jones
BS

City: Pineville
Courtney L Sammons
BS
in the Honors College
Cum Laude

City: South West City
Gregory A Leach
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Miller

City: Eldon
Bradley G Miller
MS
Garrick M Procter
BS

City: Iberia
Amanda J Perkins
BSED
Amy L Luttrell
BS

City: Kaiser
Chelsea D Brown
BS
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Miller

City: Saint Elizabeth
Samantha J Sholes
BSED
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Moniteau

City: California
Austin B Chambers
BS
Austin W Ashley
BS
Carter O Kinkead
BS
Cum Laude

City: Tipton
Brice A Kuttenkuler
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Monroe

City: Paris
Amanda K Herron
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Montgomery

City: Middletown
Jaron R Freie
BS

City: Wellsville
Ashley M Bishop
BS
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Jordon S Beshears
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Newton

City: Joplin
Shajiya Jafri
MPH

City: Neosho
Aldo H Valdez
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Newton

City: Neosho

Jeffrey M Denefrio
MBA
Jeffrey M Patterson
MAT
Jessica J James
MAT
Stephanie Morehead
MSED

City: Stella

Kevin J Mouser
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Nodaway

City: Hopkins

Lyndi T Baldwin
MACC

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Oregon

City: Alton

Ilene M Smith
BSED
Stacey G Wiggs
BS

City: Couch

Chyrl C Williams
BSED
Tonya M Willard
BSED
Summa Cum Laude

City: Myrtle

Cassandra Lila LaBahn
BSED
Cum Laude

City: Thayer

Aaron M Henry
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Alicia Lynn Hurtt
BSED
Amy Lowther
BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Perry

**City: Brazeau**
Danielle R Leible
BS

**City: Perryville**
Brittany K Clements
BS
Jaclyn R Welker
BSN
Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer L Ponder
BS
Cum Laude
Kelly R Prost
BME
Niral N Patel
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pettis

**City: Green Ridge**
Zachary C Harding
BS

**City: Sedalia**
Bradlee G Dunaway
BS
Brett A Simon
BS
Cum Laude
Jeffrey C Jackson
MS
Jerome D Johnson
MIAA
Zachary A Mayes
BA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Phelps

**City: Rolla**
Anthony J Isaac
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Beau B Brown
BS
Cole A Murphy
BS

---

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Phelps

City: Rolla
Emily M Lewis
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Jason Bartelsmeyer
   MM
Jeffrey T Snodgrass
   BS
   Cum Laude
Kelsey L Heflin
   BSED
   Cum Laude
Lisa C Losee
   MS
Megan K Cope
   MBA
Sarah M Richards
   DPT
Sierra C Keaster
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
   in the Honors College
Tye R Copeland
   BSED
   Cum Laude

City: Saint James
Andrew M Crain
   MS
Justin L Wagler
   BFA
Matthew L Brady
   BSED
Ryan D Miller
   BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pike

City: Bowling Green
Jenny R Gamm
   BSED

City: Louisiana
Alyssa M Billings
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Platte

City:  Kansas City
Andrew D Lindsay
   BS
Aric J Abraham
   BS
Bradley W Wollard
   BS
   Cum Laude
Brent M Walter
   BS
Christopher M Welch
   BS
Corey A Brunk
   MS
Gentry A Maher
   BSN
   Summa Cum Laude
   in the Honors College
Ian M Lacey
   BS
John C McCord
   BA
John P Reinke
   BSED
Katie S Mergenhagen
   BS
Kerry L Speck
   BSED
   Cum Laude
Krystina M Trumble
   BSED
Matthew G Tassell
   BFA
   Cum Laude
Nicholas B Calvert
   BS

City:  Parkville
Jason R Newcomer
   BS
Michael A Newell
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Platte

City: Platte City
Armando Diaz
    BS

City: Weston
Teri D Head
    BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Polk

City: Bolivar
Alice S Zidlicky
    MSW
Brent R Sharp
    MSED
Gerald R Leenerts
    BFA
Heather N Murray
    BSED
    Magna Cum Laude
Lyle B Barber
    BSED
Mikaela E Porter
    BA
Paul E Goode
    MSED
Soundra E Sharp
    MSED

City: Brighton
Geoffrey L Zahn
    BS

City: Fair Play
Tiffany K Kennedy
    BSED
    Cum Laude

City: Half Way
Bryce D Locke
    BS

City: Humansville
Cheryl A Rone
    BSED

City: Morrisville
Jordan L Acuff
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Pulaski

City: Crocker
Laura C Richardson
   BA

City: Dixon
Matthew E Warner
   BS
Matthew J Peterson
   BS
   Cum Laude

City: Saint Robert
Keara R Crouse
   MSW

City: Waynesville
Carrie J Hale
   MSED
Jehna Alma Hart
   MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Randolph

City: Clark
Christy L Smith
   BS
   Cum Laude

City: Huntsville
Ashley D Gravitt
   BS
Krystle L Blunk
   BS

City: Moberly
Ariel A Smith
   BA
   Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ray

City: Lawson
Taylor D Lane
   BS
   Cum Laude

City: Polo
Tara N Kessler
   BSED
   Magna Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Ray

City: Rayville
  Megan M Fletchall
  BFA
  Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Augusta
  Kyle H Holtmeyer
  BS
  Natalie A Balducci
  BS

City: Dardenne Pr
  Susan M Anzalone
  BS
  Cum Laude

City: Defiance
  Michael R Muench
  BSED

City: Florissant
  Lisa R Schroeder
  BS

City: Lake Saint Lo
  Nathaniel Wagemann
  BS
  Zachariah L Halcomb
  BS

City: Lake Saint Louis
  Alex S Miller
  BS
  Dana A Hillyer
  BS
  Taunya J Franklin
  BA

City: Lake St Louis
  Amber E Gielow
  BS
  Justin M Powelson
  BS
  Lauren C Ashley
  BS
  Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Lake St Louis
Nicholas C Lemaster
BS

City: Lake St. Louis
Jennifer E Derkits
MBA

City: O Fallon
Alyshia A Huber
BS
Cum Laude
Amy M Freebersyser
BS
Daniel T Schnettgoecke
BS
Jacquelyn M Hottelman
BSED
Lauren M Schene
BS
Cum Laude
Mark R Brown
BS
Roseann Vuong
BS
Whitney C Dasal
BME
Magna Cum Laude

City: Portage Des S
Amanda R Simon
BS
Cum Laude

City: Saint Charles
Amanda B Leigh
BS
Amanda M Wolf
BS
Amy C Segraves
BS
Magna Cum Laude
Benjamin T Costello
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:   MO-Saint Charles

City:   Saint Charles

Brad J Hall
   BS
Brad R Simon
   BS
Cassandra M Western
   BS
Cayse L Kasper
   BS
   Cum Laude
Charles S Pack
   BS
Christop Schultheis
   BS
Christopher J Zang
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Christopher Kaiser
   BS
Christopher R Sherertz
   BS
   Cum Laude
Cody J Koepke
   BS
Colin R Lauer
   BS
Colleen E Walker
   BS
Corey C Dreher
   BS
Daniel S Pape
   BS
Eric E Schmidt
   MS
Ethan J Steimel
   BFA
   Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey D Wasserman
   BS
Jennifer N Harris
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Saint Charles

Jessica M Haney
   BS
Joseph R Kellar
   MBA
Justin L Fuehrmeyer
   BS
Katie M Beckham
   BS
Kelsey A Hight
   BSED
      Cum Laude
Kevin D Morris
   BS
Kristen A White
   BS
      Magna Cum Laude
Lindsey A Childs
   BS
      Cum Laude
Lynn M Matejka
   BS
      Cum Laude
Megan C Mulford
   BSED
      Cum Laude
Megan L Clayton
   BS
Michael K Green
   MS
Molly G Renken
   BS
Neal T Ransom
   BS
Patrick Friederich
   BS
Peter B Chilcutt
   BS
Robert K Jones
   BSED
Sarah E Crafton
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Saint Charles
Timothy D Schulte  
BS  
Tracy J Smith  
BS

City: Saint Peters
Abby S Dampier  
BS  
Andrew B Giddens  
BS  
Cum Laude
Anna C Chaperlo  
BS  
Ashley M Simpson  
BS

Brett A Stewart  
BS  
Cum Laude
Casey E Turner  
BSED  
Casey Louise McElvea  
BSED  
Cum Laude
Chelsea M Bouquet  
BS  
in the Honors College  
Summa Cum Laude

Chris Schellengerhout  
BSED  
Christina K Sanford  
BS  
James D Stratman  
BS  
Jason A Sjoberg  
BS  
Jennifer Westerson  
BS  
Julie A Harke  
BS  
Kirsten M Bremer  
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Saint Peters
Kristie A Kuehl
    MACC
Kristin M Clinton
    BSED
Lauren Brockgreitens
    BS
Leslie N Atkinson
    BS
Michael P McCuddy
    BS
    Cum Laude
Nathan S Smith
    BS
Nicole D Craven
    BSED
Rachel C Kuenzler
    BS
Rachel K Martin
    BS
    Cum Laude
Ryan J Moyer
    MS
Samantha I Gerke
    BA
    in the Honors College
Seth C Seavers
    BS
Vance B Perkins
    BFA

City: Weldon Spring
Brett M McElwaine
    BS
Corey A Henslee
    BS
Lauren D Scally
    BSED
    Cum Laude
Stephen M Desirey
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Charles

City: Wentzville
Amanda R Hoff
BS
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Andrew M Seaman
BS
Brian J Corrigan
BS
Kam S Garrett
BS
Lauren C Grant
BS
Lauren M Stuckey
BME
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Leah M Almeling
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Matthew D Bristow
MACC
Sara A Barkley
BS
Shannon Sivewright
BS
Zachariah Moreland
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Clair

City: Appleton City
David A Hill
BA
Cum Laude

City: Osceola
Brenden D Jones
BS
Caleb A Bennett
BS
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Clair

City: Schell City
    Tyler L Hillsman
    BS
    Magna Cum Laude
    in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Francois

City: Desloge
    Fred D Fitzgerald
    BA

City: Farmington
    Denea L Moll
    BS
    Magna Cum Laude
    Kristen E Towler
    BSW
    Paul Grindstaff
    BS
    Rochelle D Dueber
    BS
    Todd A Varhalla
    MA

City: Park Hills
    Allison R Lucas
    BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Ballwin
    Amy E Blassie
    BS
    Andrew G Owler
    BFA
    Christine A Reed
    BS
    Christine Ingoldsby
    BS
    Christine M Costa
    BS
    Daniel J Rohr
    BS
    Cum Laude
    Emily E Wilson
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Ballwin

John H Rose
   BSED
   Cum Laude
Kathleen A Klevorn
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Kelly A Mulholland
   BS
Laura E Gurney
   BSED
   Summa Cum Laude
Laura M Mueller
   BS
Lauren D Brandt
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Megan A Niebruegge
   BS
Megan J Barry
   BS
Meghan D Hackman
   BS
Michelle K Derges
   BS
Patrick J Welch
   BS
Rachel L Juergens
   BS
Robert P Dunn
   BS
Sarah M Richardson
   BS
Stacy A Johnson
   BS
Thomas R Niehoff
   MS

City: Brentwood

Emily A Seitz
   MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Saint Louis

City:  Bridgeton
       Curtis J Bonham
       BS
       Magna Cum Laude

City:  Chesterfield
       Arthur N Queensen
       BS
       Bradley N Boutaugh
       BS
       Brian D Moderhack
       BS
       Christine E Dulle
       BS
       Christine N Perkins
       BS
       Cum Laude
       David W Douglass
       BS
       Jessica A Benson
       BS
       Jodie M Shead
       BSED
       Kaylyn M Ogonowski
       MBA
       Kevin R Moss
       BS
       Mary K Westman
       BS
       Cum Laude
       Nicole M Brenner
       BS
       Cum Laude
       Ryan M Weinhaus
       BS
       Stephanie M Frick
       BS

City:  Creve Coeur
       Alexandra C Boehm
       BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Ellisville
Ashley M Egan
BS
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Elysha A Swider
BS
John R Sherwood
MS
Karyn E Burkemper
BS
Lloyd L McCowen
BS
Tara K Miley
BS
Tara N Miller
BS
Summa Cum Laude

City: Eureka
Colleen E McKenna
BSED
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Douglas S Stanze
MBA
Jayme L Brooks
BSN
in the Honors College
Magna Cum Laude
John C Karl
BS
Kendel Hickinbotham
BS
Matthew J Fisher
BS
Paul A Schuchard
BS
Cum Laude
Rebecca V Hoy
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Fenton
Alicia M Maurath
BS
Alison L Henricks
BS
Benjamin M Lampe
BS
Carolyn E Semar
BSED
in the Honors College
Summa Cum Laude
Eric M Carlson
BS
Gina M Blum
MACC
Jessica R Baker
BSED
Jessica Wooldridge
MS
Jordan M Anderson
MACC
Kelly E Riordan
BS
Kimberly A Fisher
BME
Cum Laude
Monica C Albair
MACC
Nick A King
BS
Rebecca Bereitschaft
BS
Ryan P Liebman
BS

City: Ferguson
Shenika L Bishop
BSED

City: Florissant
Andrea J Ray
MSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Saint Louis

City:  Florissant

Carly E McGrane
   BS
   Cum Laude
Celest M Keys
   BSED
Denisha M Gingles
   BA
Eric O Thurman
   BS
James W Ryan
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Jeffrey T Kienstra
   BS
Jenna V Laughlin
   BSED
Jessica M Yeager
   BSED
   in the Honors College
   Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Wehmeier
   BS
Katie E Lewis
   AUD
Krystal R McKinney
   BS
Mackenzie L Cline
   BS
   Cum Laude
Matthew J Matter
   BS
Michael Lakenburger
   BS
Michelle R Begnaud
   BS
Stephanie E Kubiak
   BS
   Cum Laude
Stephanie N Strouse
   BS
   Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Manchester
Ashley D Costello
   BS
   Cum Laude
David T Woods
   BS
   Cum Laude
Jamie L Truskowski
   BS
Kristen M Bengard
   BS
Laura V Galati
   BS
Lindy M Hawkins
   BS
Lisa M Banotai
   BS
Mona Q Zhu
   BS
Robert T Walters
   BS
Samuel J Skibbe
   BME
Shaun H Ross
   BS
Timothy J Jellison
   BS

City: Maplewood
Joseph S Blaha
   BFA

City: Maryland Heights
Alicia N Borden
   BS

City: Overland
Gregory A Keithly
   BS

City: Saint Ann
Ashley A Cafazza
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Saint Louis

Agatha L Gallagher
   BFA
Airel D Green
   BA
Alice K Cochran
   BS
Angela L Miller
   BSED
Brian C Spalinger
   BS
Bridget E Murray
   BS
Brittany N Leeper
   BS
Brittnee N Knicos
   BS
Bryan L Miller
   BS
   Cum Laude
Carrie M Lampe
   BSED
Casey J Britt
   BS
Charles C Lavacki
   BS
Christine A Valli
   BS
Constance Reinhardt
   BME
Corey S Koshner
   BS
Craig J Enz
   BS
Daniel J Kling
   BS
Daniel P Gabris
   BS
   Cum Laude
David P Moran
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Saint Louis

Diane R Ederle
  BSED
Ellie M Fritz
  BS
  in the Honors College
  Cum Laude
Emily J Meyer
  BS
Emily R Bradshaw
  BS
  Cum Laude
Eric E Douglas
  BS
Eric J Kempf
  BS
  Cum Laude
Erin K Adlon
  BS
Frank C Pichler
  BS
Gregory J Whitledge
  MBA
Gregory W Abell
  BS
  Cum Laude
Holly I Hohbein
  BS
Itzhak Feygelman
  BS
James R Fogelbach
  BS
James R Harris
  BS
Jason Muehlheausler
  BS
Jeffrey R Gabris
  BS
  Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer A Stuckel
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Saint Louis

City:  Saint Louis

Jennifer N Boemer
    BS
John M Odenwald
    BS
John T Schwabe
    BS
        Cum Laude
Joseph M Keaveny
    BS
Joseph M Murphy
    BS
        Summa Cum Laude
        in the Honors College
Joshua J Garcia
    BS
Kara E Brannan
    BS
Katherine A Perrini
    BS
Kathryn A Hoehn
    BS
Kayla J Lukasek
    BS
Kevin M Schaefer
    BS
Kirsten M Hausman
    BA
Kristian E Sedlak
    BS
        Summa Cum Laude
Kristina L Voegtli
    BSED
        Cum Laude
Kyle M Leaver
    BS
Kyle P Manning
    BS
Laura E Stewart
    BSED
Lauren E Unser
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Saint Louis

Lindsay B Kohlberg
BS
Lindsay D Vogler
BS
Lindsey E Hesser
BS
Cum Laude
Lisa M Shoemaker
BS
Cum Laude
Mark J Cero
BS
Mark W Olenyik
BS
Matthew R Fauss
BS
Matthew S Holley
BS
Meaghan Haddenhorst
BS
Cum Laude
Melissa E Hampton
BSN
Magna Cum Laude
Michelle A Buchheit
BS
Michelle Livingston
BS
Molly M Schokmiller
BSW
Nicole C McSweeney
BS
Cum Laude
Patrick C Doyle
BS
Patrick M Callahan
BS
Raymond R Elangovan
MS
Robert J McCormack
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis

City: Webster Grove
Bridget A Lucchesi
   BS
   Cum Laude

City: Wildwood
Amy N Vickroy
   BS
   Cum Laude
Ann C Maryniak
   BS
Anthony C Richards
   BS
Brad J Bopp
   BS
Brett A Baureis
   BFA
Cara E Williams
   BS
   Magna Cum Laude
Kathryn A Gleich
   BS
Patrick J Huxen
   BS
Stephanie M Guzek
   BS
Whitney L Raney
   BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saint Louis City

City: Saint Louis
Alexander Pezzolla
   BS
Ashley M Huggans
   BSW
Catherine J Ortinau
   BS
Chelsea R Clark
   BS
Elana M Plourde
   BS
Erika M Kreplin
   BSED

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Saint Louis City

City:  Saint Louis

Hannah C Ellerbrake
  BS
  Magna Cum Laude
Iesha C Carr
  BS
Jamila I Wright
  BS
Joseph M Troutt
  BS
  in the Honors College
  Cum Laude
Kathryn Ellerbrake
  MA
Kelly K Wahl
  BS
Krishna Vemulapalli
  MPH
Kristen N Carroll
  BA
    Magna Cum Laude
Marianne E Reichert
  MS
Mario A Pandolfo
  BS
Matthew B Bauer
  BSED
Michelle A Volansky
  BFA
Raegan W Bowe
  BS
Robert Higginbotham
  BSED
Sarah E Larson
  BS
    Cum Laude
Stephen A Welby
  BS
Stephen G Meyer
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Sainte Genevieve

City: Sainte Genevieve
Duke Nguyen
MBA

City: Ste Genevieve
Whitney R Wolk
BS
Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Saline
City: Marshall
Brett W Scarborough
BS
Micah K Gooden
BME
Cum Laude

City: Sweet Springs
Jessica N Meador
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Scott
City: Sikeston
Corinne M Garrett
BSED
Cum Laude
Erin L Wibbenmeyer
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Jordan M Phenicie
BS
Cum Laude
Laura A Johnson
MSED
Lauren E Leible
BS
Lindsey Sonnenberg
BS
Nathan A Turner
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Scott

City: Sikeston

Wesley M Runnels
BS
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Shannon

City: Birch Tree

Lea P Huffman
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Shelby

City: Clarence

Casey N Beckley
BSN
Magna Cum Laude
in the Honors College

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Stoddard

City: Dexter

Andrew J Stuever
BS
Brittney N Greer
BS
Chris B Christian
BS
Jessica L Haney
BS
Justin A Foushee
BS
Nicole E Baugus
BS
Cum Laude
in the Honors College
MBA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Stone

City: Blue Eye

Claire A Johnson
BS
Cum Laude
Jamie L Ohm
BS
Summa Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Stone

City: Blue Eye
  Jeffrey P Johnson
    MA

City: Branson West
  Christina M Molumby
    BS
    Summa Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
  Zebediah K Ayres
    BS
    in the Honors College
    Cum Laude

City: Cape Fair
  Sarah E Staugaard
    BSN
    Cum Laude

City: Crane
  April N Donan
    BS
  Bridget D Gilmartin
    BS
  Ronald D Bauder
    MSW
  Sasha A Long
    BFA
  Stephanie Fryman
    BSED

City: Galena
  Isaac A Wolff
    BS

City: Kimberling Cy
  Jana C Nielsen
    BSED

City: Reeds Spring
  Frank R Ellis
    BS
  Kyle D Sunde
    BS
  Shel Lietzau-Mourer
    MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Taney

City:  Branson

Courtney J Latzig
  BA
Dollie A Davis
  MS
Dustan A Afshar
  BS
Elizabeth D Harris
  BSED
Emily C Hoover
  BS  Cum Laude
Janell A Vied
  BS
Kristen L Wiley
  BA
Lydia A Snavely
  MS
Marcus R Harmon
  BS
Marnie L Williams
  BFA  Magna Cum Laude
Melissa D Berry
  MS
Michelle N Labicki
  BS
Paige A Ray
  MAT
Vinh Q Duong
  BS  Summa Cum Laude
  in the Honors College
Yuliana A Morales
  BSED  Cum Laude

City:  Forsyth

Jacob T Herd
  BS  Cum Laude
Lauren M Breedlove
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Taney

City: Hollister
   Miquela A Perez
      BS
   Shannon R Kephart
      BS
      Cum Laude

City: Kirbyville
   Christina Wilkerson
      MS
   Gabriel K Harr
      BS

City: Kissee Mills
   Karen S Johnson
      BSN

City: Point Lookout
   Angela N Williamson
      MA
   Gabriel N Miller
      MS
   Natalie K Rasnick
      MA

City: Rockaway Beach
   Cally J Gowers
      BSED
   Darla K Ford
      BSED

City: Taneyville
   Alyssa S Lumley
      MS
   Erin N Rudd
      BA

City: Walnut Shade
   Sandra M Brock
      BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Texas

City: Bucyrus
   Deedra Beth Campbell
      BSED
      Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Texas

City:  Bucyrus
Jenna L McNew
    BS
    Cum Laude
Lacey J Pittman
    BS
Stephanie D Malam
    BS

City:  Cabool
Casey Lynne Barr
    BS

City:  Houston
Amanda Marie Bartlett
    BSED
    Cum Laude
Cameron Christopher Chaney
    BS
Tyler A Williams
    BS

City:  Licking
Kayla M Neugebauer
    BS

City:  Raymondville
Nicole M Kell
    MSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Vernon

City:  Nevada
Kevin D Lee
    BS
    Magna Cum Laude
Matthew D Steward
    BS
    Magna Cum Laude
    in the Honors College
Matthew E Seigel
    BS
Megan L Ebert
    BSED

City:  Schell City
Ashley D Bell
    BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Warren

City: Marthasville
Colette M Kolar
BFA

City: Warrenton
Danielle L Smith
BSED
Holly M Kinney
BS
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Timothy M Churchill
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Washington

City: Mineral Point
Cody A Dickinson
BS

City: Potosi
Nena L Kircher
MA

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wayne

City: Piedmont
Devin P Wymore
BS

City: Williamsville
Jordan R Eaton
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Webster

City: Fordland
Austin L Petteway
MBA
Benjamin N Johnson
MACC
Christine S Guthery
BAS
Emily R Sommers
BS
Nicholas L Guthery
BAS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  MO-Webster

City:  Marshfield

Carla M Leightner  
BSN  
Magna Cum Laude  
Chance J Davis  
BSED  
Cheri D Caldwell  
MA  
Daniel P Tipton  
BS  
Daniel W Heins  
BS  
Kristin Schultheis  
BFA  
Maegan K Cooper  
MAT  
Meghan L Engleson  
BS  
Melanie L Stinnett  
MS  
Morgan E Gray  
BS  
Magna Cum Laude  
Rhiannon M Price  
MS  
Wenonah M Marlin  
BS  
in the Honors College  
Cum Laude  
Whitney L Evans  
BSED  
Magna Cum Laude  
in the Honors College

City:  Nｉangua

Danielle R Wills  
BS  
Mark D Brown  
BS

City:  Rogersville

Amanda L Rogers  
MSW

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Webster

City: Rogersville

Amanda P Laymon  
BS  
Cum Laude

Angelique J Garner  
MSED

Brian R Bishop  
BS

Carrie L McClure  
BSN  
Summa Cum Laude

Cassie L Groesbeck  
BS

Chad D Garner  
BSN  
Magna Cum Laude

Collin R Funkhouser  
BS  
Magna Cum Laude

Eric M Bird  
MACC

Erica M Smith  
BSW

Greta S Carpenter  
MS

Jared D Lee  
BS

Jason R Carter  
BS

Jennifer C Cox  
MS

Jennifer P Hufham  
MBA

Justin G Roach  
BS

Megan R Glenn  
BS  
Cum Laude

Melanie R Smith  
BSN

Mitchell Wakefield  
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Webster

City: Rogersville
Nicholas McElvaine
MBA
Nicholas T Haden
BS
Cum Laude
Nicole M Kenyon
BS
Summa Cum Laude
Samantha R Klein
BS
Stephanie M Pape
BS
William K Crosby
MA

City: Seymour
Natalia C McMillan
BSED
Cum Laude
Sherry I Linville
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wright

City: Grovespring
Brandy D Hewitt
BS

City: Hartville
Doris L Arnall
MSED
Stephen M Fugitt
MA

City: Mansfield
Adam D Smith
BS
Casey L Morrow
BSN
Summa Cum Laude
Rebecca L Moody
BSED
Cum Laude

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: MO-Wright

City: Mountain Grov
Megan B Skyles
BSED

City: Mountain Grove
Amanda N Owens
BSED
Cum Laude
Shirlene K Denman
BSED
Valerie E Naberhuis
BSW
Cum Laude

City: Mountain Grv
Daniel J Bohnenkamp
BS
Jamie C Mackey
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Cabarrus

City: Concord
Michelle E Arlin
BSN
Magna Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: NC-Moore

City: West End
Jeffrey R Lambert
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Douglas

City: Omaha
Kelsey L Steffes
BFA
in the Honors College
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: NE-Lancaster

City: Lincoln
Alicia M Karle
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: NJ-Essex

City: Bloomfield
P Sudheer Reddy
MPH

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: NJ-Sussex
City: Sussex
Stephen A Parry
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: NM-Chaves
City: Roswell
Frederick M Christensen
AUD

State and County of Primary Residence: NM-Curry
City: Clovis
Warren M Robinson
MPA

State and County of Primary Residence: No address on file
City:
Angela R Boyer
MNAS
Austin T Hake
BS
Summa Cum Laude
in the Honors College
Chun Nan Piao
BS
Cum Laude
Jeeyoon Lee
BS
Jiayuan Lu
BS
John S Appelbaum
BS
Kimberly D Freeman
MS
Leyue Zhang
BS
Matthew A Johnson
BFA
Megan L Morse
BS
Mei Shi
BS
Meicheng Xie
BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: No address on file

City:

Meiyue Zhao
BS

Renee E Simmons
BFA
Magna Cum Laude

Sandhya Jain
MS

Sijing Tian
BS

Teresa L A Frederick
MS

Uranbaig Purevsuren
MS

Victoria L Higdon
BS

Xiaoyang Sun
BS

Xin Wang
BS

Xin Zhu
BS

Yu Li
BS
Cum Laude

Yueyao Wang
BS

Yuhang Zheng
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NV-Clark

City: Las Vegas
Shaunda Killingsworth
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Livingston

City: Nunda
Isaiah M Vianese
MA

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: NY-Monroe
City: Pittsford
Amanda F Janicki
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Butler
City: Hamilton
Misty D Williams
MSED

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Cuyahoga
City: Cleveland
Subash Ala
MPH
Suresh Kuma Ponnada
MPH

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Franklin
City: Grove City
Heather J Knipp
BS
Cum Laude
City: Hilliard
Katherine E Deas
BSED

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Greene
City: Dayton
Derrick M Williams
BA

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Hamilton
City: Cincinnati
Kyung-Hee Lim
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: OH-Montgomery
City: Dayton
Tyler R Horner
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: OK-Cleveland
City: Norman
Melissa D Buford
MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  OK-Mayes
City:  Pryor
  Allison B Bates
  BSED
  in the Honors College
  Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence:  OK-Oklahoma
City:  Edmond
  Ben H Henke
  MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  OK-Tulsa
City:  Tulsa
  Hemendra Shrigopal Sarda
  MPH
  Kimberly Henderson
  BS
  Lacey A Dake
  BSED

State and County of Primary Residence:  OK-Wagoner
City:  Broken Arrow
  Jonathan L Barnes
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Allegheny
City:  Monroeville
  Mohana Krishna Loya
  MPH

State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Dauphin
City:  Harrisburg
  Venkata Subhash Gorrepati
  MPH

State and County of Primary Residence:  PA-Warren
City:  Russell
  Ashley M Sopkin
  BS

State and County of Primary Residence:  SC-Richland
City:  Columbia
  Kenneth A Henderson
  BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence: TN-Gibson
City: Medina
Justin L White
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: TN-Knox
City: Knoxville
Whitney D Cochran
BSN
Summa Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: TN-Wilson
City: Lebanon
Candy G Blazar
MBA

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Collin
City: Plano
Alexa R Anderson
BS
Cum Laude

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Dallas
City: Dallas
Brittany C Day
AUD
City: Irving
Katelyn I Nichols
BS
in the Honors College
Martin J Poipoi
MS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Denton
City: Carrollton
Michael W Smalley
BS
City: Denton
Jonathan J Morgan
BS

State and County of Primary Residence: TX-Harris
City: Humble
Joseph P Sciarillo
MS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Arlington
  City:  Arlington
Maureen C Omalley
   MS
Nathan T Kennedy
   MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Bedford
  City:  Forest
Russell J Johnson
   MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Fairfax
  City:  Burke
Anjale Sarah Stephanos
   MBA
  City:  Chonburi
Kittithat Thasamala
   MBA
  City:  Fairfax
Kenneth R Archer
   MS
Ross A Cronkrite
   MS
Sean D Varner
   MS
  City:  Reston
Adam Z Haynes
   MS
  City:  Vienna
David B Centofante
   MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Fairfax City
  City:  Fairfax
Jonathan M Haak
   MS

State and County of Primary Residence:  VA-Fauquier
  City:  Warrenton
Austin R Finnerty
   BS

This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.
This list contains spring 2010 graduation candidates as of Tuesday, May 18, 2010. Inclusion on this candidate list does not signify that the student has fulfilled all necessary graduation requirements. Upon a final graduation review, students appearing on this list may be removed from the official spring 2010 graduation list due to unresolved graduation deficiencies.